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query IS similar to an exact-match query except that a

Abstract

range of values of the form [(II, a,], rs specified for J E Q

A dynamrc hashmg method I presented for structuring
files wrth multrple attnbute keys The method rsessentmlly
the multrdrmensronal analogue of hnear hashmg developed
by Lrtwm and Larson Grven a record of d attribute keys,
the schemecalled multldrmensronal drgrtal hashmg, apphea
the hnear hashmg techmque independently to each of the
attributes to denve d integer values These values form a
d-tuple coordmate address of the home page of the record.
A functron, equivalent to the element allocatron function
of a d-dlmenslonal extendible array of linear varying order
and computable m time O(d), is used to map the d-tuple
page address mto a hnear address space Algonthms for
msertlons, deletions and the processmg of partial-match
and range quenes are presented

The special case where ]Q] < d is referred to ad a partialrange query We assume that the file I sufficiently large
that rt 1sresident on secondary storage and the nmt of data
accessis a page
The obvious solutron to the problem is a dynamic multldlmenslonal order preservmg hashing scheme Unfortunately there rs no known multrdrmenslonal hashmg scheme
that presents a satisfactory solution to the above probem
for all data dlstnbutlons

One difficulty is that if the nat-

ural order of each attnbute field is to be preserved, the
structure becomes dependent on the the distribution of
the keys m the key space. Dvect access 6le structures

1. Introduction

that efficiently process partial-match queries under high
Gwen a file of records where each record is uniquely
identified by a d-attnbute key K = (kr,h,.

storage utlhsation sacrifice the effiuency to process range

. ,kd), we

queries Some of the early proposed file structures for the

address the problem of a direct accessorganization for the

problem are Partml-Match Retneval methods [l, 181,Mul-

file under operatrons of msertlons, deletions and query pro-

tiple Key Hashing [2,20], Interpolation-Based Index 131,

cessing The types of queries considered are exact-match,

Dynanuc Multlpagmg [10,13,14], the Grid-File 1121,Mul-

partial-match and range queriea An exact-match query

tldlmenslonal Extendible Hashing 1151,Multidrmensional

requests the retrieval of a record whose key values match

Lmear Hashing [17] and the EXCELL Method [22].

some d speafied values A partial-match query specrfies

These earher methods may be classified as either static

values for some subset Q (where Q E {1,2, . d}), of the

or dynamic We term a file organiaation as static if it takes

components of the key and requests the retneval of all
records that match the specified components A range

mto conslderatlon knowledge of the file srse to a&eve a
good desrgn but whose performance eventually deteriorates
with msertlons aud deletrons. A file organisation is dy
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namrc (m the longrtudmal sense) if its storage space growa
and shnnks m consonance with the number of records in
the file without performance detenoratlon The former
type 1sexemphfied by the approach m [l, 2, 201. The latter type 1sillustrated by the desrgn scheme m [3,15,17,22]
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which we refer to as dynannc multldlmenslonal orgamea-

The basic idea m our schemeI as follows. Each com-

tlons The method we propose falhr m this latter class

ponent key, k,, of the record to be stored rs encoded into a

sentrally different approaches to deslgnmg d-dlmenslonal

stnng of bmary digits called a pseudo-key component s.
Each k[ value rs then used in an independent linear hash-

equivalents of two dynamic hashing schemes. hnear hash-

ing scheme, one on each dimension. The result I that we

mg [6,7,8,9] and extendible hashing [4]

derive d integers which are formed into a d-tuple address

The dynamic multldrmensional hashing schemesare es-

Two desrgn

of the pnmary page mto which the record is stored Let

phllosophles have been generally apphed In the first ap
proach, each key component k, is considered as a string

the range of index value for each dlmenslon be from 0 to

of binary digits which are then interlaced (or shuffled) to

m, - 1, for 1 = 1,2 ,..., d, and suppose the hear page

form a singly key K’ The key K’ rs then used m elther the hnear hashing schemeor extendible hashing The

addressesare (0, 1,2,

slmphaty assume that ml = ms = . . . == niid.

use of shuflled bits m hnear hashing 1srllustrated by the

low the file to expand and contract by adding and deleting

, n}, where n = (‘6 m,) - 1. For
We al-

mterpolatlon-based index method of Burkhard [3] The

(nl-lld)

EXCELL method of Tammmen [22], rllustrates the apph-

pnmary page with a cham of overflow pages, the overflows

cation of shuffled bits m Extendible hashing

are ret amed m underfilled primary pages, therefore giving

pages at a time

Rather than associating each

us one single file to contend with

In the second approach, each component value of the
key 1s considered independently as participating m sepa-

The multldlmenslonal digital hashing method I auni-

rate single key dynamic hashing scheme The integer index

lar to the design approach m [12, 171in the sensethat each
key component 1sindependently considered and the stor-

values generated form a d-tuple coordinate address of the
methods are A&rated

bucket mto which the record rs assqned or looked up Such
by the structurea in [12,15,17] In-

F’urther, each of this scheme induces a space partitioning

cidentally this approach requues a function for mapping

of the key space mto rectangular cells The dletinctlve fea-

the d-tuple addresses onto a linear consecutive address

tures of our method from the earlier proposed methods are

age space expands and contracts with the size of the file

space The problem reduces essentially to that of definmg an element allocatron function for an extendible array
that vanes m some prescribed manner

1 The function that maps the d-tuple page address to

A detarled drs-

hnear address spaceIS computable in time O(d), which

cussron on reahemg extendible arrays 1spresented m [19]

1sindependent of the size of the file

The multldlmenslonal digital hashing we present adopts
2

this approach In particular, the scheme we present has

Instead of separate overflow area, overtlow records are
stored m the mam file

very close slmdarlty with the scheme pmpcsed by Ouksel
and Scheuermann [12] Our design drfferz from theirs m

3 The method can be tuned for either optimal partial-

the followmg respect Our scheme expands by groups of

match or range searching
4 Let H,, be a predefined upper bound on the storage

pages called a segment, while m [12] the file expands by
one page a time In [12], the overflows are organized in a

utlhzation Q, defined as a = N/bn, W!F=IPN ia the

separate overflow while our schemeretams overflow records

number of records in the file and b is the page capacity

m the primary area The mapping function in [12] IS com-

Then a III always close to H,.

putable m time O(log n) for a file of n pages The mapping

The outhne of the rest of this paper Y as follows. We

function m our scheme IS computable in time O(d) where

present a summary of the concepts of linear hashing in the

d 1sthe dlmenslonahty of the key space

next section and introduce a vamnt of rt which rs appropnate for the multldlmensronal drgltal hashing scheme In
section 3, we present the basic multrdlmensronal hashing
schemeand define the desired mapping from a d-coordinate
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address space to a lmear address space. The details of In-

m (the number of pages of the file) are respectively net to

sertions, overflow handhng and deletions algorithms are

0, 0, and mo, and the split function is defined as

discussed in section 4. Section 5 addressesthe problem of
cessing. Some simulation results on the performance of the

(a)
0)
where the expression (b) 10used if the address returned by

scheme am presented in section 6. We conclude in section

(a) is greater than m The variables h and m are parame-

7, and compare the scheme with similar proposed data or-

ters of the hash function

ganization

by setting up c (up + 1) mod 2h”~.

g(K, h 4 =

using the scheme for partial-match and range query pro-

K mod 2h~;
K mod 2h-1mo.

The split pointer sp, is updated
Splitting the page

designated by sp implies the extension of the file by adding
2. Ihear

Haag

the page sp + 2“-‘m

The file level h, is increased by 1

each time page 0 is to be split. Other spkt functions am de-

2.1 Basic Concept.

fined in [S]. Instead of page splitting being carried out one
at a time, Larson presents a variation of the basic linear

The method of linear hashing (ses [7,11] for details)
involves a set of me, initial pages addressed logically from

hashing method called ‘Linear hashing with partial expan-

0 to me - 1, and a hash function 00, which maps a key,

aon, in [S], in which a group of designated pager are split

K, of a mord into (0, 1,. . . ,me - 1). Let the number of

at each expansion step.

records stored in a page be b. Suppose after a sequence
In general some load control is enforced by specifying

of msertions, a colhsion occurs, i.e., a page into which a

a lower and upper bound on the load factor tx. Let these

record 1sto be inserted is found to be full. The technique

be denoted by L, and E, respectively. Then load con-

apphed I to expand the primary storage space by adding

trol requires that the condition L, 5 a 5 Ha be sat&xl

one page, 111thle case page me, and then split the records

always. Other techniques for implementing linear hashing

of some designated page so that about half of these are

are discussed in 15,7, 8, 11, 211.

moved to the new allocated page. A pointer sp keeps track
of whrch page is the next one to be split.
Suppose a collrsion is caused by a record r m page p
The page sp I split irrespective of the page where the

2.2 Order Preserving

collision occum, and r is inserted as an overfiow record ex-

Linear Hashing

(OPLH).

cept perhaps d the splittmg allows r to be rrtored in a pri-

The ideas of the preceding subsection can be easily

mary page. The dynamic variation of the storage space re-

modified to obtain a %eak’ order preserving hashing By

quires the use of a set of dynamically created hash function,

%eak order preserving’ we mean that the pages can be

. , g5 called the spkt functions. The pointer sp

retneved in some order, such that if page p, precedes pI in

is made to synchronise with the address of the new page to

the order, then for any two keys K, E p, and Ka E p, we

be created so that the keys in sp either get rehashed into

have K, < K,. We illustrate first, a method in which the

sp or mto the newly created page. The spht functions have

preserved order rs not necessarily the natural order of the

the characteristic that for any key K :

keys

90,!7ll!h~

gj&:K-+{0,1,2,.

.,2”mo-l},

The technique is to apply the idea of pseudo-key gen-

(0

eration proposed in extendible hashing [4]. We assume

(4

the exrstence of a transformation 9 that generates a w-bit

The parameter h rs called the file level and indicates the

binary value K’ for each key K, i e., K’ = J1(K). The

degree to which the tie has been expanded from its initial

value K’ is called the pseudekey. Let K’ be represented

allocated space

by the binary sequence &,&,

. . ,@w, and let m be the

A speufic design may be &n&rated with the use of

number of allocated pagee addressed from 0 to m-l where

drvislon hashing as follows. The initial values of sp, h, and

2h-1 < m 5 2h. Then we may define the split function, #,
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whrch takes on parameters K’, h, and m as
fhnction #(k’, h, m);

the OKI- pa,,,pa1 spso.. t~8,-l where 8, = #(xI,h,m),
and x1 u the h-bit binary representation of J.

begin
ifh=Othen#+O;

2 The pages can be ordered m time O(m) so that consecutive page retrieval, except for overflow pages, cmresponds to the weak ordered retrieval of the pseudo-

elm begin 4 c fi pr2+l
r=1

if4

2 m then

keys.
4 + A5&2r-1;

3. The use of an order preserving pseudo-key encod-

r=l

mg function 4, m the sense that d K, < K, then

end;

K; = $(K,) < K; = $(K,), gives then a dynamic
hashing scheme m which the keys can be retrieved m

end;
The evaluation of the function 4 ls equwalent to taking

their natural order.

the first h prefix bits of the pseudekey, reversing the right
to left ordering, and mterpretmg the result aa a binary m-

We depart from consideratron of single attnbute keys

teger. By using the function 4 in place of the @it functron

and address the design of a multrdlmensional equivalent of

g5, we have a knear hashing function which preserves the

the latter variant of hnear hashmg.

order of the pseudo-keys m the senseexplained earher

3. Multidimensional

Digital

Hasbing (MDH)

To rllustrate the idea of the order pmservmg linear
3.1. The Basic Organization

hashing, we consider the msertlons of the pseudo-keys
shown m the Figure 2 1 m therr order of occurrence. No

Consider now that each key K is composedof d valuee,

load control II assumed hence we shall spht the page sp
whenever a colhslon occurs We use the term ‘key’ gener-

. . , h). We encode each component, k,,
le, K=(kl,h,
into a binary value s of tu, brts using a transformation

ally, to mean a record umquely identified by the specified
key. Let the primary and overflow page capacity be de

$,. The value k[, = $Jkl), forms the 1”” component of
the pseudo-key K’. Each component 3 is used in a sep-

noted by b and b’ respectrvely. In the example b = 6’ =

arate order preserving hnear hashing as described in the

2. Figure 2 2 shows the configuration of the pages after inserting the first 7 keys The parameters h, sp, and m am 3,

preceding section.
The scheme can be conceived as defining a d-drmenslonal address spacewhich 1spartitioned hnearly into ml x

1 and 5 mspectlvely. The next pseudo-key to be inserted 1s

md cells Each celi corresponds to a page addremed
WX
by a d-tuple integer coordinate address (II,. .)d) If n

k;, = ‘01001’ This hashes to page 2 which rs full. The key
m therefore mserted m an overllow page, and the page 1
specrfied by sp, 1sspht This spht requrres that we extend

denotes the number of pages addressed then n = fi m,

the file by the addltlon of page 5, and the pointer sp is ad-

Figure 3 1 shows the schematic address space of a’&al

vanced to point to page 2. The result of the spht operatron

hashing scheme In thle respect lt III amrlar to the grrd-

gives the new configuration of the pages shown in Figure

file design of Nrevergelt et al 1121.Call the set of pages

2.3 The number of pages now becomes6. The rest of the

having a common index of any dlmensron a segment. The

keys are mserted with no further colhsrons and Figure 2.4

MDH schemeexpands and shrinks by adding and deleting

shows the contents of the final page configuration

a segment of pages at a time

Some proper-tree of the hash function 4 used m this

Smce each pseudo-key component is used m a separate

manner are the following .

hashing scheme,we need to specify d of each parameter of
the OPLH scheme We therefore have the followmg :

1 Let m be the number of pages in the file. Then to
retrieve the keys m pseudo-key order, (I e , rf page p, is

h, - The file level for the I*” dlmensron We shall refer to

retrieved before pI then for every KJ E p, and K; E p,

thus as the index level of dimension j.

we have K: < KJ), we simply retrieve the pages m
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1’

,
k;

=$(k,,)

1
01101

2

3

01010

11100

4

5

11101

6

01110

10100

7
10001

8
01001

Figure 2.1 : Table of rungle valued pseudo-keys

000

100.
10001
10100

c

0

1 t

010

110

01010
01101

11101
11100

2

3

001

III

h=3

4

SP
01110

000

0

Figure 2.2 : Page contents after fir&
7 key msert~ons

100

010

110

10001

01010
01101

11101
11100

1

2 t

3

001

101

m[h=h.l
4

5

SP
01001
01110

0

Figure 2.2 : Page content6 after
aphttlng page 1

000

100

010

110

00010

10001

01010
01101

11101
111100

1

2 1

3

001

101

[DoLobJl
4

h=3
5

s
01001
01110

Figure 2.4: Fmal page configuratlon
after all 10 key insertions.
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9
00010

10
00100

by (~1,. .,~PJ,,. ,sd), where a., = O,l,. .,m,, - 1, and
1 # y The value of m, is always related to upr by the
expression my = ups + Zhrvl

2.2.

T’he Mapping

functidn

for MDH.

Given the d-tuple address (al,

, hj) Of a page, we desire a mapping function & that map the integer coordmates (11, ,8d) one to one OntOthe set of consecutive
addressee(0, 1,2,. . , n- 1) corre-qondmg to the linear address apace An extension of the index range of dimension
y from m, to my + 1 induces the extension of the addreao
d

spa= by ll ml pages
a=1
l#Y

It turns out that the desired mapping function ia equlv-

Figure 3.1 : The address spaceof the
multldlmenaonal dlgltal hashmg.

alent to the element allocation function of a uniform extendible array of lmear varying order, which we abbreviate
as UXAL Such an array 1sformally presented in [13]. We
only state Its defimtlon here, and give the required element

m,

The number of possible mdex valuea of dimension J

where 2A~‘r-’< m, 5 2h9. valuea of the dlmemon J
up, . The pointer specifying the mdex of the lregment of
pages to spht when dimension j is extended

allocatlon function
Definition

3.1. Let I denote the set of non-negative m-

tegers, and let U, E I, be some predelhd

Jmnt on u, E I,

The
pointer B advanced after a segment spht by asslgnmg

for 0 < U, 5 &,J

sp, c (sp, + 1) mad Zhr-‘.

Jt?ctaJlguJa.rarray A[0 u1,o qJ, ,O:Ud]h=d
umform extendJbJeand of JJnearvaJyJng order off

=

1,

,d, and d > 0 A d-dJmensJonal
toh?

Two other parametera are required to mdlcate when
for any two JndJcesJ, k, where 1 5 1, k 5 d, we bave

to expand or contract the file, and which dimension m to

u, = uk whenever u, 5 u, and u) 5 &

be extended or decreased We denote the dimension to be

u, ~~t?s by a constant 8Jse4 from 0 to u,, for J =

extended next by y The value of y vanes cychcally and
skips over any dlmenslona that have exhausted the use of

,d

the bits of the pseudo-keys A parameter I$, specifies a

For our purpose It D suffiaent to consider only the case
L = 1 Consider a UXAL A[0 ~1, ,o . t‘d] supp~ %‘e

threshold on the load factor Q The file is expanded, If a
colhslon occurs and the value of the load factor exceedsthe

extend the mdex range of dlmenslon

threshold, by extending the dlmenslon y. The load factor

J

from ur to u, + 1

Thur lmphes that we add (d-l)-dlmenslonal subarray im-

LBcomputed as a = N/(6 * n) where N 18the number of

plied by the index u, + 1 If we comder that the elements

records m the file, b 1s the page capacity and n UI the

wlthm this subarray block are allocated m column major

number of pages of the file

order, then we can address every element of the rubar-

At each expansion step, we adjoin the segment of pages
addressedby (II,
.,m,,mys .,ad),where;,=O,l,
,
d,
J
#
y
Each
page
m
the
segment
lmphed
1, I = 1,
by spr 1 epllt The addreaaesof these pages are given

ray, once we know the startrng addrem of the first element
of thle adJoined subarray, i e , the addrem of the element
(0) This M the ba& of the element alloca(0, ..,u,+l,
tlon function stated m the Proposition 3 1 below The uniformity condltlon requirea that at each expanmon step, we
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mcreaseevery mdex range that has not reached the maxrmum mdex value by one. At the expansion step then, we
tiJom subarray blocks lmphed by ~1, +, . , ud, in that or-

0

3

4
I2

der, sklppmg over any dlmenslons that have attamed then
maximum values

2

1

O

0

2

6

12

16

l

1

3

7

13

17

14

18

That is we skip any dlmenslon t for

which w = tY* The desrred mapping function is stated
below
Proposition

3.1. Suppone A[0 : ul,.

. ,O : ~1 denotes

a umform extendJbJearray of hear varying order, where
0 5 u, 5 U,, and U, speafiee the maxllllum mdex value attainable for dJmenMOnj Let the elements of A be aJJocated
in consecutwe storage JO~~~JOIM
such that at each expan-

Figure 3.2 : The schematic storage layout of a uniform
extendible array of linear varying order A[0 3,0 41

dlon step, the blocks Jmpked by 11, us,. . . , Ud am adJoined
m that order w~tb exclusion of those dimensions j for which
u, = U, Within each eubarray block Jet the &me&

be

allocated m column maJor order Then each coordmate ind-b,

. , sd) L8mapped onebone onto {o,l,

Insertions,

. ,n-l},

where n = ,fil(u, + l), by the mappmg fun&on 5, which

and Deletions

The insertion of a record with key K = (kl,

b),
B camed out as follows For each key component k,, we
compute the index a, = d( #(A,), h,, m,) and generate the
d-tuple coordmate mdex (al, $1, , td) The address p of
the page to insert the record is given by p = gP,(t,, . , $d)

(3 1)

. ,sd) = ~J,+~c,*a,,
,“l
1+*

t=l

If there IS room in the page p, the record is mserted How-

where z = highest subscnpt such that t* = m,=(c,),
J =
I

Organtation

4.1 Insertions.

IB defined as=

&(sl,

Overflow

mh+l,U,+l),
Illm(b, u, + 1)

ever d an overflow occurs and expanding the file wdl not
violate the constramt on the load factor we expand the

IfJ <s,
otherwise,

I-1

file, otherwlee the record I stored as an overflow record of

and c, = n .&

page p After a file expansion, a second attempt is made
to insert the record m a primary page If It faib, we msert

The proof of Proposition 3 1 I given m [13]

A

1t as an overaow

schematic storage layout for the elements of a 2-dlmen-

record

Overflows may be handled by the separate chaining

aonal extendible array A[0 3,0 4] B shown in Figure 3 2.

method

Note that the first dlmenslon has attamed Its maximum

However we choose to organic overSows usmg

an open addressing method so that only a smgle file nr

me while the second can still be expanded
The allocation function &, I efficient smce storage

manipulated

Let n be the number of pages in the file.

Suppose each page can contain b records Whenever a
colhslon occurs, we compute the load factor a = (N +

utlhsatlon IS 100% m the sensethat N elements utlhse N
locations and element address1scomputable m time O(d)

l)/(n * b), where N I the number of records already in the

The fun&on Sztdefines our decuredmappmg function for

file If a > II,, we expand the file by extendmg the mdex

computing the hnear page addressesfrom the d-tuple coordmate addresserr The equivalence 1 estabhshed by rec-

range of dimension y by 1
The expansion of the file along this dlmenslons 1s

ogmzmg that m, corresponds to u,, 2-1-l corresponds to

carried out as follows

U, , and the cychc order of expansions m MDH M the same
order m which the dlmenslons of the UXAL are extended
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First we add the pages whose

,Sd), for 1) =
wordmate addressee are (~1, ,9,
O,l,. ,m, - &I = 1, ,d, 1 # y, and then set m, +-

the probe sequence The problem 1s resolved by mamtammg the count of the number of records addressed to

m, + 1 If sp, = 0 we set Ir, + h, + 1 All records

a pnmary page m the prima@ page itself During a look
up of a record addressed to a page p say, we contmue the

of the pages addressed by the d-tuple coordinate address (81, ,SPv, ,hf) for 8~ = $1, . ,?73,- l,j =
1, . , d, 1 # y, are rehashed Fmally we set up, +
(apI + 1) mod 2hr-1 and y t (y mod d) + 1 The page
where the colhwon occurs may not necessanly be spht dur-

Call the record stored m a page p, but belonging to
some other page q, a foreign record If a mcord r hashes
to a page which 1sfound to be full, but a forer8n record
9 exude, then r’ I replaced by r and ti gets allocated in a

mg thle expansion phase and even d it does, It could still
be full

search untrl we have located as many records belonging to
page p as mdlcated by the count value

The offending record must now be stored as an

overtlow record

page m the probe sequencepath of its pnmary page Each

Overflow

time a page splits all overflow rewrds belongmg to the
page are regrouped Any subsequent overflows are even-

Organiration

The overflows am organized by an open addressing

tually stored m pages wlthm the mmedlate logical nergh-

method which scans the pages m a shell-by-shell manner

bourhood of the primary page. The numbr of page accesses

I&solving overflows by open addressing requires specifying

required to gather all overflows of a particular page is equal

a rule for the probe sequence, i e., the sequence of pages

to the number of page accessesfor an unsuccessful search

which must be mspected whenever an overflow record is to
be inserted or looked up Given an integer coordmate ad-

of a record addressed to that page An overtlow record
stored m page other than Its primary page is not chained

dress (81, , td) of a page p, the probe sequencewe define
I a shell-by-shell traversal of the pages enclosmg p We

to rta primary page It is always ldentlfied by the fact

define first the concept of the k’” shell of a page p with

which It currently reades By storing overflows in this way,

wordmate address (~1,

the pages accesseddunng processing of part&match,

De5ition
address (a,

that it hashesmto an addressd&rent from the address at

a cd)

4.1. The kth sJteJJof a page p

w~tb

and

range queries are most hkely to wntam foxergn records that

coodmate

sat&y the query as well and as such reduce the number of

, td) ~8 tbe set of pages hawng the add-

physical page accessesm a pagmg environment

,r$ such that there cw8t at Jesst one eubscnp~ J,
Oi,
1 < 1 5 d, for WhJCb 18; - alI = k

4.3 An Example
The MDH schemeIS &r&rated by tracmg the expan-

The notation =]z],, denotes the absolute value of z The

Non of the file as the L-dlmentuonal pseudo-keys, shown m

maximum number of pages m the kth shell rs (2k + l)d -

the Table 4 1, are mserted The first value of each key rs

(2k - l)d The shell-by-shell open addressing method in-

assumed to be encoded mto 4 bits, while the second is en-

volves mspectmg all vahd pages of the first shell, followed

coded mto 3 bits In the example the page capacity b = 4,

by all vahd pages of the second shell and so on. We need
to inspect each page of a shell only once An algorithm for

and the value of I& = 0 75 The file rs mitrabsed with 4
pages as m Figure 4 la. The parameters of the schemeare

the shell-by-shell traversal of the pages enclosmg a given
page Y fully described m [16] During an insertron of an

set initially as follows hr = rC,= 1, spl = spl = 0, ml =
ms=2,y=1andn=4

overflow record, we termmate a search the first time we

The first 5 keys are mserted with no wllisrons

The

encounter an undertllled page Unhke open addressing m

first wlhelon occurs m the attempt to msert the key 4 =

a static table, we cannot termmate a search dunng a look

(0010,106) mto page 2, and smce a = 6/8, ts not greater
than 0 75, lt 1smserted as an overblow key m page 0 The
next colheon occurs m msertmg the key Ks = (0111,108)

up when the first under-f&d page rs found m the probe
sequencesmce after an insertion, the segment apht could
have created an underlllled page along the path traced by
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Pigare 4.1 : A set of 2-dlmenslonal pseudo-keys K’ = (K,, kh)
K’ = (k’ 1, k;)
Ki = (1110,

010)

K’12

K’ = (1011 , 101)
2

K’13

K’ = (0101 , 101)
3

K’14

K’ = (1100 9 101)
4

Ki5

K’ = (0001 , 111)
5

Ki6

K’ = (0010,
6

100)

Ki7

K’ = (0100 , 010)
7

Ki8

K’ = (0111,
a

100)

Ki9

K’ =‘(OOOl , 001)
9

K;O

K’ = (0110 , 010)
10

“;l

K’ = (1000 , 110)
11

%2

sp2

0 *.

1 .

1

(0100,010)

(0101,101)

(oo10,100)2
0

(0001,111)
2

(1110,010)

(1011,101)
(1100,101)
3

1
hl=l
m =2
1

h2=1,

(0001,001)

(0001,111)

0

(0010,100)
2

(1110,010)

(1011,101)

1

(1100,101)
3

10

000)

= (1001,

011)

= (1101,

001)

= (0011,

100)

= (1110,

011)

= (0011,

011)

= (0001,

010)

= (1001,

001)

= (0110,

111)

h2 = 1, m2 = 2
1

GL2

--I

I2

(0001,111)
(0010,100)

00..

2

“%b
10 .

h1’2

I*

: Page contents after the
spht of pages 0 and 2

’

SP
A2
I

H I2

h2=2,

m2=3
01

If!.

00..

(0001,001)

(0001,111)

(loO0,110)3

(0010

0

2

6

SP1-b

(1011,101)

(1110,010)

10

(1100,101)

00

(1011,101)
(0111,100)

(0100,010)
(0110,010)
4

= (1100,

sp2
+

ml=3

m2=2
1

00

01

000)

,

o+

splj

= (0011,

I1

Figure 4.1a : Page contents after first 7
key msertlons.
sp2

001)

h2 = 1, m2 = 2

!i
SP1-c

= (0111,

I--

100)

5
01

II

h1=2

hl=2

m =3
1

Figure

m =3
1

4.2a : Page contents before sphtting
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ll

Figure 4.2b : Page contents after splitting
pages 0, 1 and 4
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00

10

(0001,111)

(0011,011)

(0011,000)
0

(0010,100)
2

(0001,010)
6

(1001,001)

(1011,101)
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(0110,111)5
1

(1000,110)
3

clool,ool~
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(1100,000)

(0100,101)

(1110,010)

4

(0111,100)
5

(0110,010)
1a

(11oo,ooc)

(1100,101)

(1110,010)

(1101,001)
9

10

00

01

(0001,001)

01

11

10

00

10

(0001,001)

(0011,011)

(0001,111)

(0011,000)
,O

(0001,010)
6

(0010,100)
2

(0111,001)

(0100,010)

(0101

4

(0110,010)
8

(0111,100)
5

(1001,001)

(1001,011)

(1011,101)

1(0110,111)5

(1001,001)2
7

(1000,110)
3

01

10

01

101)

11~~llol,ool)
~~~llo,oll~
llO 1
(1100,000)

(1110,011)
11

(1110,010)

(1100,101)

Figure 4.3b : The storage space representation
showmg the logical adjacency of the pages

Figure 4.3a : The final page wnfigumtlon
after all 22 key msertrons

d

mto page 2. But now the load factor a > 0.75, therefore

1 In creating then pagesofthe file, where n = n m,, the

we spht the pages of the segment up, = spl. We set hl =

same number of page splits occurs whether wisplit the

2, ml = 3, allocate the new pages 4 and 6, and rehash the
keys of the pages 0 and 2. After this, we set up, = 1,

pages one at a time or one whole segment at

The average number of page accessesrequired to build

and y = 2, so that the next time we expand the file, the

the file b of the same order.

dimension 2 will be extended. The result of thll expansion

a

time.

ii The page sphts occur in groups in an analogour manner

is shown m Figure 4.lb

to lmear hashing with partial expansion [I].

Subsequent msertrons cause no overtlows until we try
to insert the key &r = (1000,110) Smce the load factor

Proposition

4.1. Let d be the dim-Jonallty

of a mul-

tJdJmeneJonaJ
dg&iJ Bssbing schemeof n pages. Tben the
worst case number of page ~toJn8ertarecordis
per
Oh 1-1/d)t and the average number of page XCrecord insertJon IS 0( 1).

exceeds 0 75, we extend the file by adding the pages 6,
7 and 8 and update nrs to 3, and rC, to 2 The pages
of the segment spa that are spht are 0, 1 and 4 The
value of sps is set to 1, and y rs set to 1 The Figure

proat

4 2a shows the schematic layout of the pages just before
the expansion and Figure 4 2b shows the pages after the

Let A: be the average number of page accemesfor an unsuccessful search which is a small integer constant for an
appropnate chosen H, and page sise b The worst case

expansion Contmumg the msertion procedure, we obtam
the final configuration of the pages in Figure 4 3a The
key k;, = (1001,001) of page 2 1sstored as a foreqn key

number of page accessesoccurs when a segment is spht.

in page 7 and slmllarly key k&, = (0110,111) of page 5 1s

The number of pages accessedis CA;n/(max(m,))

stored as a foreign key in page 1

, where

the ma’s are the slses of the respective dlkenslons, and C

Splitting segments of pages at each expansions step 18

IS a small integer constant that accounts for the writmg

justified for the followmg reasons

and readmg of pages durmg the spbt But we have that
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p) and a procedure Get-Page(p)

C%n < CX:n= cA;(,+-l/d),

The function ‘Fmd’

takes a record of key K, a page address p, and returns

mpx(m,) - nlld

the boolean value true or false acwrdmg to whether K is
found m page p or not. The search exammes all overflow
Hence the worst case number odf page accessesto insert a

records of page p The procedure ‘Get-Page’ retrieves the

record = O(nl-‘/d)

page p into memory A page p is assumed to have a field
5, wmdx, which specifies the number of records wntten

Suppose there are n pages of the file
menslon

J

When the dl18 extended from m, to m, + 1 the number

of pages added 1s n/m,.

The number of page accesses

into the page Frrst we specify the algonthm for computing the page address of a record with key K

1s CA:n/m,

Before the next expansion, the number of
records inserted 1s b&n/m,.
But these msertions must

have made X:6&n/m,

Algorithm Address(K = (kr , . . kd)),
1 Set a, + ~(~,(k,),k,,m,)
for] = 1,2, ...s d,

page accessesThis processoccurs

penodlcally as the file grows, hence the average number of

2 p+%(*1,
3 Return(p),

page accessesper record mserion is given by
E(P) =

CA:n/m, + A:bILnlm,
b&nlm,

= &(C
=O(ij

for appropriately chosen values of b, and l?,.
4.4 Deletion
Deleting a record with key K = (kl, . . . , kd), mvolves
eesentudly performmg an exact-match search to locate the
record and then deletmg It to free the space. If the deleted
record 1sfrom a home page but overflow records belongmg
to that page exrsts, we srmply replace the deleted record
with an overflow record. Of mtercst is the action taken to
of deletions.

I6 Set 8pv c ( spu + 1) mod 2ha’,-‘, and y t y mod d + 1.
For each record t in F, set p c Address(t). Follow
wlhslon resolution method to insert t
17 Set p + Address(K); Get-Page(p); d p.wmndx < b,
store record K m p, otherwlee follow wlbaon resolution
method to store K Return.

Suppose ml implies the segment of pagesadded during
the last file expanelon If the deleted record is from a
home page and no overflow record exrsts, we compute the
load factor as a = m#/((ml

- 1)bn)

Get-%v(p);

Algorithm Intaert (A record with key K = (kr, - - , kd));
11 p c Address(K); GetPage(
12 If Fmd(K,p) then ‘write error message,,and return, If
p wmdx < b then store K m p and return
13 If a foreign record with key KO rs in p then mterchange
records Kc, and K.
14 Set a + (N + l)/( n * b); if a < K,, goto 17.
Add the pages addressed by ($1 n-9
rsd,), ‘, =
- 1, f # y, Set m, 4- ml + 1; if up# = 0
O,l,
.n
then set 5 + h,, + 1. Imtialrse a temporary file F to
empty
15 For each page q addressedby (I~,. , up,, ,sd), 8, =
0, 1, . , m, - 1, J # y, do the following. Copy keys m
q to a temporary location Q Set page q to empty
For each record t E Q and any overflows of q, set
p +Address(t)
Get-Page(p) If p wmdx < b store
t m p, else add t to the temporary file F.

*

+ b&J,

decreasethe size of the file after a yes

, )d);

If a < E, we

Algorithm Delete(Glven a key K = (kl, . . , k&
Dl Set p c Address(K); Get Page(p);
D2 If not Fmd(K,p) then “pnnt error message,,and return;
otherwise free space occupied by record K. If deleted
record 1s an overflow record return If deleted record
1sfrom pnmary page p and an overflow record exmts,
move an overflow record to replace K and return
D3 Setzcy-l,ds<Othenz+z+l;N+N-1,
{ N IS the number of records m the file } Compute
a = m,N/(bn(m, - l)), if a > & return
D4 Set y t 2, if ms = 0 return. Otherwise set mu +
m, - 1, spy +- sp, - 1, lf spr < 0, upr t sp, + 2++

shrmk the file by deletmg the pages of the last segment
ml The deletion is carrred out baslcally as the reverse of
the meertion process. The wst of a deletion is, therefore,
of the same order as the msertron The worst casedeletion
cost from a file of n pages in d drmensrons is O(nl-‘id),
while the average deletion cost 1sO(1).
We conclude this sectron by statmg algonthms for msertrons and deletions A record WJU be referred to simply
by Its key K We assumethe existence of a functron Fmd(K,
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wj’s according to

Jf sp, = 0, then 6, + h, - 1
D5 Foreachpagepaddressedby (aJ,...,mr,
J8d)Jt1 =
, m, - 1,J # y, do the foliowJng For each record
O,l,
t E q computep +-Address(t), GetPage(
d p wmdx
< b then store mcord m p else follow overtlow method
to Insert t
D6 Return

w, =

w - cf=,

l%a(&)
k

(5 1)

We need then to select the w>‘s accordmg to (5 1) Under
this assumption we show that the expected number of page
accessesfor a partJabmatch query speclfyrng s out of d key

6. Query Processing

valuea

The operations of retneving a record or a set of records

1s O( d-q

Proposition

given full or partJa1JnfoJ-mationare easily handled by the

6.1. GJven a multJdJmensionaI d@al bash-

mg scheme of II pages in d dJmensionq tbe expected num-

MDH scheme We address, specifically, the problem of

ber of page accessesfor a parthal-match query specifyng s

partial-match quenes and show how algorJthms for pro.

out of d key vaJue~~
ZEO(nl-‘ld)

cessJngsuch querJesare easily extended to cover orthogoProof

nal range quenes An algorithm for exact-match querJes
LLIeasily denved by combJning the algonthms ‘Address*,

A query Q that specJfieavalues for exactly I key com-

“Get-page’ and “FJJJd’.

ponents can be conceived of an an e-element subset of

Let Q be a subset of {1,2,. . . , a), i.e , Q C {1,2, . . d},
whose cardinality ]S] = 8. A partial-match query requests

{l, 2, d} Let the probability that the ith component
value Jsspecified Jn a query Q be P,, and let this be inde-

the retneval of all records with key K = (BJ,ks,

pendent of all other components Let S denote the set of

where 5 usspecJfiedonly if

all s-element subsets of { 1,2, . . , d}. Then the pmbabJlJty
PQ that the query Q is specified is

J

,kd),
E Q. Let the unspecified key

components be denoted by ‘*’ Then we have the following

l-L*4 *l-Ml - 4)
L?em,c*
pr*rI,,,u- 4)

algorithm.
PQ =
Algorithm

Partial-Match

(5 2)

Let A. denote the expected number of pages retneved to
Jven a set of key component8 5, for J E Q S
ilY . . , d} and d- 181unepechd values ‘*’ Each dimensidn ;, of the organlsation has an mdex range (0, m,
and an index level h, }
1. set &, t 1, t u, t $(k,) If J E 8, otherwlee set 6; +
1, c- ‘000 0’, and u, t ‘111.. l’, forj = 1,2,. d,
2. set 1, + d(~,,bm,)
for J = 1,2, . 4 P +

locate all records of any one page. The expected number of

- 11,

&(U,h

,sd)

=d

page accessesmade for any query specJfyJngs components
1
E(page accesses* -+

= s)

G~J%44,

3 For all records t belonging to p do the following If
components values oft match the specified values then
process(t) Set J +- 1;
4 If J > d return, Increase first /J, - 6ats of 4 by 1, Jf
k, > u, then set &, + I,, J +- J + 1; and repeat 4
OtherwJse goto 2

If all the bits Jn each dJmeneJonale used Jn creatmg the

The MDH scheme may be tuned for optimal-partial

n pages, the optJmahty CondJtJonJn (5.1) can be shown to

match desJgnusing the method Jn [l] Supposethe number

be equJvalent to

of bits Jnto which the jib values are to be encoded is w,
and we have w = 5 w,

-

= 0 (some constant) for J = 1,

,d, (5 4)

We choose w to be of some
The relatJonshJp (5.4) Jsdenved Jn [13] SubstJtutmg (5 4)
Jn (5 3) we have

6xed value (say w =‘5’2] 1x1the design AssumJng that P,
us the probablhty that the J;~ key value us specified Jn a
query, and IS independent of all others, it us shown Jn [l]
that the optimal partial-match Jsachieved by assIgning the
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ment algorithm The key values used are such that
a) for any d, the srse of each pseudo-key field w, = 24/d

< hn(:‘)e’
- p(f)nW
= qp/d)

b) each key component I generated as a pseudorandom
number integer uniform in [0,2? - 11,

= 0(&‘/d)

The algorithm etated for part&match

Each run of the slmulatlon consists of insertmg N =
10000 keys for a fixed value of d, b and E,,. After every

query can be

easily mod&d for range and partml range queries. We

1000 msertlons, the average values of p, A,, Ai, and a am

show thus for range queries. We assumethat the transformatrons $ls are order preaervmg Since ranges of values

computed as the file grows from N = 0 to 10000. The

of the form [u,,b,] are specrfied, we modify the statement

averagesof each of the corresponding recorded datistlcs

(1) to read as follows;

LBthe summary results for each run. These results are

1 Set KJ + 4 + h(4,
1,2,

=d uj + WA

computed for I&, = 0 6,0.7,0 8,0 9 ; b = 10,20,40 ; and

for I =

d = 2, 3, 4. The Tables 6 1, 6.2 and 6 3 in the Appendm

,d

summanre the results of the experiment.

The rest of the algorithm applies with no modrficatrons

The results show the average performance of the MDH

The ranges of valuea speufied for each dimension define a

schemefor a few combmatrons of b, a, II,, and d Clearly

hyper-rectangular regon in d-space correspondmg to the

an increase m the page srse grves better performance, i e

response region Let R be the number of pages that log+

high load factor and low average time for successful and

tally cover this region Then the algorithm retrieves only

unsuccessful search. Increasing the number of drmensions,

the pages that cover the response region plus the overflow

improves the search times, but lowers the average load fac-

pages storing any records of these pages. The number of

tor. This II a result of the increase in the number of pager

page accessesthen is O(R).

per segment at each expannion step when the number of
6. Experiment4

RMultr

dimensions is increased.
We have concentrated on studying A, and A:, in them

The multrdrmensronal extendible hashing scheme bar
been implemented for experimentatron. These preliminary

simulatrons. Not only do these give a measure of the n-

dmulatlons are aimed at studying the effect of such pa-

trleval efficiency of the scheme but also they appear as

rameters as the page sire b, the limiting load factor l!Z,,

the unknown factors in the analytical rem&r derived for

and the number of dimensions on the performance charac-

other classesof searching. The result8 suggest that a rec-

tenstic in a paged memory envioronment. The following

ommended upper bound on the load factor is between 0.7

characteristics are observed :

and 0 8 with a page luse greater than 10.

p * the number of page accessesrequired for a record in-

7. conchllBion

sertion,
A,

the average number of page accessesfor a successful

We have presented m thle paper a generahsation of the

search,

basic hnear hashing scheme to files with composite keys
The extra complexity required for the generahsation rs a

A: * the average number of page accessesfor an unsuccessful

defimtlon of a function for mapping a d-tuple page address
onto a hear address space Thus functron has been shown

search, and
a : the average load factor

to be equivalent to that for realismg a uniform extendible

We retam 16 page frames in memory A page fault occurs If a referenced page IE not resident in memory and IS

array of hnear varying order

to be fetched from secondary storage Our unit of access
IS the physical read/wnte to secondary storage made We

The method, called drgrtal hashing, is proposed in
conJunctron with an open addmssmg colbsmn resolution
method which favours partial-match and range searching

apply the ‘least recently used” pohcy for the page replace226
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Appendix

?

load factor
a
b
10

mm
0 585

a, = 0 6 20

0 585

40

0 555

# page accesses # page actfor successful
per mgertion
oearcll A,
cc
avg
max
avg
max
w3
0590
3 419
4 586
1389
3968
0 587
2 470
4 223
1774
4.212
0 583
1091
1317
0600
0 929

10

0 632

0 673

5311

10 43

4849

20

0609

0665

1938

2 575

40

0809

0 673

1 178

10

0 762

0790

Ha = 08 20

0714

40

# page =cy
for unsuccessful
search x;
avg
max
0.983
3 794
1648

4 454

0 2644

1042

11 145

3 988

8 543

1001

2 087

0 658

1827

2 261

0967

1840

0 984

2 121

9490

14 29

5 415

1167

5 128

10 26

0 776

5 243

1195

4 489

10 95

3968

9 029

0714

0 769

2500

4 053

1448

2 984

1742

3 655

10

0 877

0 882

15 57

25 50

1264

24 00

12 38

2160

Ha = 09 20

0833

0866

9 152

19 32

9990

25 80
6 758

7990

20 50

3.758

6 326

a,=07

40

0800

0 852

4540

8ooo

3 174

flable 6.1 : Performance for umform distributed keys for d = 2
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load factor
a
b

nun

# page accesses #page acce88e~ #page accesses
per insertion
for successful for unsuccessful
search A,
search A;
I
avg
max
avg
max
avg
max

10

0533

w
0 559

2 368

4.161

1947

14846

1 152

3 876

E, = 0 6 20

0 533

0 558

1536

1822

0 623

0 948

0331

0 953

40

0533

0 563

1038

1450

0632

0 862

0 452

0 778

10

0634

0.659

3063

5 489

2 803

7 496

1698

5 680

E D = 0 7 20

0.625

0 651

2.143

2 743

0 916

1587

0796

1854

40

0555

0 633

1272

2 039

0 888

1456

0 845

1648

10

0 699

0763

4566

8 354

4399

13 88

2 845

9 674

4606

1572

3 556

1653

3 576

Ha=08

f&=09

Sble

20

0625

0 737

3467

40

0.625

0.754

1.898

3.584

1647

2 844

1676

3 373

10

0800

0 856

8 846

14 93

7 489

20 87

5 687

16 91

20

0800

0 826

6 758

9601

3 570

6 271

4 157

6 924

40

0 740

0 801

3 468

6 987

2685

5 401

3 457

6 498

6.2: Performance of MDH for umform distributed keys when d = 3

load factor
a
b

mm

10

0506

w3
0.543

Ha = 0 6 20

0 468

40
10

# page accesses #page accesses #page accesaea
per msertion
for successful for unsuccessful
search A,
search A;
P
avg
max
avg
max
avg
max
2 805

1240

2 474

0 479

1563

0 523

0409

0 520

4 153

2 111

4 178

2.477

3969

1534

0 529

1342

1964

0 881 1806

0 468

0 525

0 853

1029

0 456

0 555

0 619

3 510

5 869

2 500

a, = 0 7 20

0 493

0608

1726

2 653

1232

2 635

0834

2 364

40

0 493

0 597

1030

1265

0 494

0640

0 226

0730

10

0625

0 748

5 513

9 487

4 416

10 41

3 672

7 083

20

0625

0 728

3 022

4 627

2094

5 586

1906

4 851

40

0 555

0 693

1698

2 357

0631

1056

0 738

2 158

10

0 740

0 813

10 99

18 90

8260

19 18

8 010

14 98

Ha = 0 9 20

0 720

0 780

5399

8 751

3 528

7 975

4136

10 56

40

0 694

0763

3 855

5 252

1 186

2 554

2 249

4993

Ha=08

!hble 6.3: Performance of MDH for uniform distributed keys when d = 4
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